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Abstract
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is recently developing as imaging modality used for
mapping hemodynamics of neuronal and motor event related tissue blood oxygen level dependence
(BOLD) in terms of brain activation. Image processing is performed by segmentation and
registration methods. Segmentation algorithms provide brain surface-based analysis, automated
anatomical labeling of cortical fields in magnetic resonance data sets based on oxygen metabolic
state. Registration algorithms provide geometric features using two or more imaging modalities to
assure clinically useful neuronal and motor information of brain activation. This review article
summarizes the physiological basis of fMRI signal, its origin, contrast enhancement, physical factors,
anatomical labeling by segmentation, registration approaches with examples of visual and motor
activity in brain. Latest developments are reviewed for clinical applications of fMRI along with other
different neurophysiological and imaging modalities.
Introduction
Recent investigations focused on specific brain regional
and functional specificity to delineate the specific distri-
bution of neural activities at a given moment in the brain
as a whole. Functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) was introduced to map the changes in brain local
blood flow and oxygenation or hemodynamics that corre-
spond to regional neuronal activity of brain accompany-
ing metabolic events. It extended brain anatomical
imaging to map structures and specific function of human
brain. High resolution, noninvasive neural activity by a
blood oxygen level dependent signal has tremendous
potentials for assessing the neurological status and neuro-
surgical risk [1-4]. Later fMRI applications extended the
understanding of neuronal and motor activities associ-
ated with different brain regional functions. Presently,
fMRI serves as non-invasive imaging of neurophysiologi-
cal activities of brain that depend more on physiological
characteristics of brain.
The paper reviews the physiological basis of fMRI signal
origin and contrast mechanisms with state-of-art fMRI
segmentation and registration algorithms to identify cor-
tical visual response and event related cortical areas asso-
ciated with neurophysiological measurements and
potential image post-processing directions in future.
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Review
The physiological basis of fMRI
Basics
Neurovascular and neurometabolic coupling establishes
the critical link between a focal change in neuronal activ-
ity and MRI-detectable observations. In fact, all task per-
formances such as arousal, attention, alertness,
adaptation, sleep, or consciousness that affect the vascular
hemodynamics do interfere with oxygenation-sensitive
mapping by fMRI techniques.
Historically, these observations initially were supported
by reports on local reduction in deoxyhemoglobin due to
increased blood flow without change in oxygen extraction
[5]. Deoxyhemoglobin acts as paramagnetic endogenous
contrast agent and alters the T2* weighted magnetic reso-
nance image signal [6-9] and serves as the source of the
signal for fMRI. Last decade was an excitement for clinical
application of 1.5 T-7.0 T clinical scanners to observe
functional activity of visual cortex [12-16], the motor cor-
tex [18-21] and Broca's area of speech and language-
related activities [20,21]. fMRI and conventional neuro-
physiological techniques have been in use to localize the
specific functions of the human brain [22-27].
Increased neuronal activity needs the metabolic support.
For that, blood flow provides the substrates. Still there is
paucity in information of metabolic requirements and
hemodynamic response in different brain functions.
Recent trend was focused on identification of brain
regions involved with characteristic oxygenation-sensitive
MRI response function.
The visual response function
The oxygen concentration in brain serves as a tool to map
cortical regions responsible for performing various cogni-
tive tasks because oxygenation level in active cortex
changes between baseline and tasking conditions i.e. pat-
tered lights protocols affect the spatiotemporal response
and characteristics in the visual system. These visual stim-
ulations generate the signal rise due to differences
between tonic and phasic MRI hemodynamic responses
after the onset of activation i.e. rapid rise in BOLD
response due to rapid increase in the blood flow or
enhanced oxygen delivery / oxygen consumption.
Recently, the delayed upregulation of oxidative glucose
consumption in brain and a slow venous blood volume
(balloon model) suggested them as two processes. These
were relevant for fMRI mapping studies with shorter pro-
tocol timings [28]. The link between neuronal activity and
blood flow characteristics forms the basis for functional
mapping using fMRI. These characteristics such as cerebral
blood flow (CBF), cerebral volume (CBV), metabolic
regional oxygen (CMRO2), and BOLD signal form an
interconnected set of quantities that are coupled during
normal brain activation.
Tissue oxygen and framework for BOLD Signal
fMRI images can be made sensitive to local oxygen con-
centrations in tissue. BOLD signal derives from the local
concentration of deoxygenated hemoglobin that is modu-
lated by several factors. The generator of this paramag-
netic contrast agent is oxygen metabolism (CMRO2).
Blood oxygenation and blood magnetization both
depend upon the balance of oxygen flow into and out of
a region. The rate of oxygen inflow is proportional to cer-
ebrovascular blood rate (CBR). During functional brain
activation, increased CBF produces a washout of Hbr as
contrast agent by counteracting the effect of increased
CMRO2. Local blood volume fraction determines the
deoxyhemoglobin content of a voxel at any level of blood
oxygenation. As blood vessels swell, magnetic fields
extend further into the tissue, causing a signal loss in the
extravascular space. BOLD contrast can be approximated
as changes in the BOLD relaxation rate scale with changes
in the deoxy hemoglobin concentrations i.e. BOLD con-
trast (X) = K.A [Hbr], where 'x' depends upon the magnetic
field strength and the sample volume.
A BOLD framework is based upon conservation of oxygen
mass (Fick's Law) i.e. at the steady-state, unidirectional
extraction of oxygen from the blood is the difference
between the 'flow' of oxygen 'into' and 'out' of the vol-
ume, FO2
IN -, FO2
OUT = dV/dt. The resulting expression
takes a form like the following:
∆R2 = -K [Hbr]o{∆F/Fo - ∆V/Vo - ∆M/Mo}  (1)
F, V, and M refer to CBF, CBV, and CMR02 respectively.
Subscript "o" indicates baseline values prior to stimula-
tion. BOLD signal changes are positive when the quantity
in brackets is positive. Positive stimulus-induced BOLD
represent the relative changes in CBF that exceed over
combined effect of changes in CBV and CMR02. [Hbr]o is
proportional to V and Mo and inversely proportional to F
as shown in Figure 1 that combine to generate BOLD sig-
nal. Equation (1) stands good for small functional
changes while intravascular signal contributions affect the
linear relationship between ∆R2, and ∆[Hbr] dependence
on blood oxygen and blood volume. The term ∆V/Vo is
relative change in total venous hemoglobin.
A rapid change in CBF produces an effect on BOLD signal
that is both delayed and dispersed by transit through the
vascular bed. The framework of Equation (1) of BOLD sig-
nal does not specify how oxygen is allocated, as long as
the total amount is conserved. However, the quantities
{∆F/Fo - ∆V/Vo - ∆M/Mo} do not change arbitrarily during
brain activation. The reproducibility of BOLD resultsBioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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across systems and BOLD stimuli poorly represent the
coupling.
CBF and CMRO2
Regional basal cerebral oxygen and glucose utilization
show a molar ratio consistently less than 6(CMRO2/ CMR-
glu - 5.5), suggesting that the oxidative glucose metabolism
(C6H1206 + 6 O2 + 6H20 + 6C02) is the primary source of
energy. Tight linear couplings have been shown for
regional basal measurements of CBF versus CMRglu and
CBF versus CMR02 [29].
Stimulus-induced activation
Blood oxygen is delivered to the brain by diffusion along
an oxygen concentration gradient that falls in the tissue.
Brain has low oxygen reserves so blood flow increases the
oxygen delivery (temporal resolution) resulting with
reduced blood transit time through the capillaries'
decreased oxygen 'extraction fraction' or restricted capil-
lary area and vascular resistance at the local level. So, the
regional trajectories represent the temporal physiological
quantities determined from the baseline or average state
i.e. the diffusion and regional coupling of CBF and
CMRO2 match during brain activation. The current view-
point of CBF-CMR02 coupling and regional relationship
with rate of oxygen delivery explained the events during
brain activation by Buxton-Frank diffusion-limited model
of oxygen delivery [30]. The exact scaling between relative
changes in blood flow (f) = F/Fd and relative changes in
oxygen delivery (M) depend upon the baseline value of
the extraction fraction (Eo)and extent of capillary dilation
as:
(v) = V / Vo  (2)
M = f (1 - (l - Eo)v/f)/ Eo  (3)
Figure represents the "Oxygen oversupply" hypothesis Figure 1
Figure represents the "Oxygen oversupply" hypothesis. Regional deoxy-Hb (thick solid lines) decline is associated with increase 
in regional blood flow (thin solid line) and oxygen consumption (broken lines). In fMRI, T2* is described as blood flow based 
functional imaging of brain activation as sum of all activation pixels (yellow color) from all serial images shown in the figure 1 
(on right).BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Empirically, the influence of CMR02 on BOLD signal can
be deduced by comparing the responses of CBF and BOLD
signal using stimuli that affect CBF and CMR02  i.e.
hypercapnia modulates CBF without changing oxygen-
utilization. Focal activation of the human visual cortex
increases CMR02 [31]. By using graded levels of visual
stimulus and hypercapnia, a linear coupling was meas-
ured between relative changes in CBF and CMRO2 for flow
[31].
CBF and CBV
Cerebral vascular resistance is defined as the total pressure
drop across a vascular bed. In the brain, intravascular pres-
sure drops from mean arterial blood pressure in large
arteries to venous pressure in the large veins. The brain
activation increases CBF by reducing cerebral vascular
resistance corresponding to an increase in CBV. Blood
flow and blood volume both exhibit different temporal
responses [32]. However, the basal blood level of deoxy-
genated hemoglobin is determined by the ratio of CMR02
to CBF. Neurophysiological changes in fMRI alter BOLD
signal by resetting the ratio of basal CMR02 to CBF, and
altering CBV [33].
Sensitivity of fMRI signal
Blood volume fraction, oxygen extraction fraction, distri-
bution of vessels, arterial oxygenation neurophysiological
factors and intravascular or extravascular signals depend
upon the pulse sequence, field strength, degree of activa-
tion and the physiology of the functional variable etc.
Sensitivity is the product of the relative change in brain
'activation' (flow, volume, oxygenation, etc.) and 'ampli-
fication' factor expressing the intrinsic sensitivity per unit
change:
Sensitivity = (activation) × (amplification)  (4)
The amplification factor applies spatial resolution to the
pattern of brain activation but it is independent of the
degree of activation [32]. For detecting changes in local
brain functional activity, fMRI signal-to-noise ratio
(fSNR) refers to the time-averaged value of signal divided
by the temporal standard deviation of the signal: fSNR =
St/σt.
Similarly, contrast for fMRI or functional CNR per unit
time (fCNR) may be expressed as the ratio of time
dependent signal changes (δS) to time-dependent noise:
fCNR = δSt /σt, fSNR × δSt/St  (5)
Basic functional MRI sequences and functional MRI 
contrast
FLASH or single-shot EPI sequences with prolonged echo
times are employed depending on the desired spatial or
temporal resolution. These pulse sequences are shown
(Figure 2). Typically, EPI sequences acquire all differently
phase-encoded gradient echoes required for image recon-
struction after a single slice-selective RF excitation pulse.
The individual echoes are generated by multiple sinusoi-
dal or trapezoidal reversal of the read or frequency-encod-
ing gradient. Phase encoding is performed by a 'blipped'
gradient, whereas the EPI technique uses a 'weaker' con-
stant gradient. Echoes cover a large range of different echo
times. The effective TE is given by the Fourier line repre-
senting the lowest spatial frequency, i.e. for zero phase
encoding, as it dominates the image contrast. Basic
emphasis is on high speed yield and image acquisition
times of the order of 100 ms and excellent maximum vol-
ume coverage by multi-slice fMRI imaging at the expense
of limited in-plane resolution.
In contrast, FLASH sequences require multiple RF excita-
tions with low flip angles < 90° that normally generate
only a single gradient echo per repetition interval. As large
TE values also prolong the repetition time, typical imaging
times are in the range of several seconds. The ability to
select an arbitrary compromise between temporal and
spatial resolution is best exploited for gaining access to
high-resolution maps at the expense of less volume cover-
age. However, EPI images also suffer from several una-
voidable artifacts.
Neurophysiological factors in functional MR 
contrast
Various measures are currently used to identify the acti-
vated pixels in corresponding fMRI maps i.e. analysis of
signal differences, variances, statistical parameters, tem-
poral correlations or frequencies, principal components,
clusters, phase information, and noise characteristics. In
visual response, time-locked averaging of images and sub-
sequent subtraction across the functional states i.e. sum-
mation of images was reported that was acquired during
one condition (e.g. lights off) and subtraction of the result
from that obtained for a different condition (e.g. lights
on) [33]. This robust and sensitive approach exploited the
temporal structure of the known stimulation protocol and
compared it to the oxygenation-sensitive MRI signal
intensity time courses, on a pixel-by-pixel basis. This 'box-
car' function was employed to calculate the color-coded
activation map for correlation coefficients identifying the
activation centers and optimum area delineation i.e. reti-
notopic maps on brain V1, V2, V4 and MT (visual cortex)
measured by fMRI for establishing the accuracy of visual
maps as basis of hemodynamic responses in these two
cortical areas [33]. The stimuli used block-alternation
design with relatively long intervals of stimulus vs rest
state. However, fMRI has been widely used to image ocu-
lar dominance and orientation columns within a fraction
of a millimeter [34-36].BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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A basic EPI sequence FLASH (top) and single-shot EPI Sequence (bottom) for functional Imaging is shown with reversible read- ing gradients and pulses to generate rapid images in less than a minute Figure 2
A basic EPI sequence FLASH (top) and single-shot EPI Sequence (bottom) for functional Imaging is shown with reversible read-
ing gradients and pulses to generate rapid images in less than a minute.BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Validation and physical factors in Functional MRI
BOLD and fMRI characteristics are important determi-
nants in validation process of ultrafast fMRI image acqui-
sition of raw data and 'task to functional map' correlation
by postprocessing and statistical analysis. We describe
these concepts that validate brain activation, fMRI spatial
resolution and BOLD events. 'Brain activation' is read as
'statistically significant pixel intensity changes' associated
with a given set of tasks to denote the area of neuronal
activation. It is a scalar number given by MRI system upon
completion of image reconstruction including magnetic
correction and other inherent factors. MRI spatial resolu-
tion is low in the range of 4 mm3 on high field MR scan-
ners. BOLD events are neuronal events. T2* contrast
changes seen in fMRI are an empirically observed biolog-
ical phenomenon. For fMRI, T2* contrast is 'weak' suscep-
tibility effect of deoxy-hemoglobin (deoxy-Hb).
Susceptibility effects and T2* contrast
In MRI, regional field inhomogeneity is common due to
high paramagnetic susceptibility, ferromagnetic suscepti-
bility and air sinuses, Bo inhomogeneity. The susceptibil-
ity effect may affect a large area of the image matrix and
can introduce image deformity. The smaller susceptibility
effects introduce the pixel intensity changes in nearby pix-
els generating the T2 * contrast. This is the basis of fMRI
that represents a 'statistical' method based on pixel inten-
sity changes in the brain placed in high magnetic field B.
Magnet shimming
MRI is performed grossly by using high order gradient 1st
and 2nd order shim coils to correct Bo inhomogeneity.
Human brain undergoes the continuous motion and hard
to shim i.e. the line width of human brain is 200–400 Hz.
Slice thickness and slab size over that focused shimming
reduces the inhomogeneity. Fast spin echo (FSE) images
are insensitive but echo planar images (EPI) are sensitive
to inhomogeneity. In fMRI, selective excitation selects the
appropriate slice thickness with appropriate inter slice gap
between the slices.
Nyquist ghost
The unique k-space trajectory of the EPI sequence results
in the appearance of a characteristic artifact termed
'Nyquist ghost'. However, in practice the most common
cause of Nyquist ghost is minor field perturbation as
shown in Figure 3. Nyquist ghost represents the fictitious
activation encountered in fMRI. Direct adaptation of such
paradigms to fMRI typically introduces task-correlated
Nyquist ghost and fictitious activation.
Pixel misalignment and limitation of spatial resolution
Pixel misalignment causes the fictitious activation due to
subject motion as shown in Figure 4. Many "motion cor-
rection" post-processing algorithms have been developed
based on the two-dimensional imaging and three-dimen-
sional misalignments. The theoretical limit of the spatial
resolution for fMRI is approximately 4 mm3. fMRI image
of the normal brain can be used to evaluate the relative
intensity of cerebral cortex at various sites relative to CSF
as shown in Figure 4. The substantial variation in the
intensity of cortex is primarily due to the partial volume
phenomenon as shown in Figure 5. The correction algo-
rithms such as 're-slicing', 'standardization', or 'motion
correction' image-processing methods as shown in Figure
6 have been reported [37]. Basically, each raw image data
is used for statistical analysis. In the following description,
some representative examples of application of these
physiological principles of fMRI are illustrated.
the figure represents Nyquist ghost in panel A and representative fictitious activation in panel B Figure 3
the figure represents Nyquist ghost in panel A and representative fictitious activation in panel B. Notice the background bright 
signal as ghost (panel A) and activation areas (panels B) shown in yellow color spots which are not due to brain activation.BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Functional MRI signal of motor and visual 
stimulation
Two examples of fMRI experiments of motor and visual
stimulation are described.
Visual Stimulation and fMRI
The typical BOLD time course (shown in black) shows 4
'active' states and 4 'resting' states are shown in Figure 7.
With prior knowledge of the activation timing (shown in
red), a statistical test is performed on the data to deter-
mine active areas of the brain. In brief, MP-RAGE (mag-
netization prepared, rapid acquisition gradient echo)
sequence generates a 3D anatomic image of the head and
brain. fMRI is performed with T2*-weighted gradient
recalled EPI. The visual stimuli are created on a visual
stimulus generator graphics card. The stimuli are pre-
sented dichoptically using polar filters and adjustable
right-angle prisms for optical superimposition of the right
and left image are shown in Figure 7. The stimuli appear
as 'radial checkerboards', in which the high-luminance
contrast checks exchanged position as a sinusoidal func-
tion of time. During rest (baseline) periods, subjects view
a small black fixation mark superimposed onto a
homogeneous field. The experimental paradigms contain
five different epochs: Alternating monocular stimulation
[A]; Simultaneous binocular stimulation [B]; left eye lead-
ing-right eye trailing [LR]; Right eye leading-left eye trail-
ing [RL]; and baseline. Each rest epoch is followed by one
of the described epochs of checkerboard stimulation. The
complete sequence of one repetition is shown in Figures 7
and 8. In a recent report, BOLD contrast in visual cortex
related to binocular interactions in primary visual cortex
could be revealed by fMRI at high field 4 T MRI. Binocular
and monocular stimulations were characteristic of high
contrast radial checkerboard pattern-stimulated neurons
tuned to high and low spatial frequencies. The different
striate cells in ocular dominance columns interacted when
they are simultaneously activated and reduced by binocu-
lar or monocular stimulation resulting with increased
BOLD response [37]. However, binocular rivalry due to
disparity appears as a source of error. Fixation of eye and
maintaining it throughout scan period reduces the dispar-
ity which otherwise is commonly observed in area V3 by
random-dot stereogram.
The figure represents fictitious activation due to pixel  misalignment Figure 4
The figure represents fictitious activation due to pixel mis-
alignment. The bright spots around the bottom brain surface 
are misaligned that create illusion of active areas shown in 
yellow color.
An example of an fMRI image of the normal brain is shown Figure 5
An example of an fMRI image of the normal brain is shown. 
The numbers indicate the relative intensity of cerebral cor-
tex at various sites relative to CSF which assigned a value of 
100 (written in red). The substantial variation in the intensity 
of cortex is primarily due to the 'partial volume' 
phenomenon.BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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fMRI activation in primary motor and pre-motor 
regions
Paralyzed patient retains the motor control. fMRI shows
the activation in primary motor and premotor regions. An
example is illustrated here for event-related finger tapping
fMRI image acquisition and analysis. Right-handed sub-
jects paralysed with eye blinking and restricted mouth
movement with intact cognition were imaged by fMRI sin-
gle-shot gradient recalled echo-planar imaging pulse
sequence. Patients were simulated for the action of tap-
ping fingers 'stimulus paradigm' as shown in Figure 9.
Multiple regressions were applied to do statistical data
analysis. Individual variables included 'box-car activation
paradigm' and constants for activation signals. A ramp-
regressor was used to remove linear-drift in the signal.
Standard deviated Z-score map was superimposed on
high-resolution anatomical image to display brain activa-
tion areas. Time course signal in each voxel was obtained
to reveal hemodynamic response to the stimulus para-
digm. The regions of activation were mainly in contralat-
eral to the primary motor area (M1) and premotor regions
(PM) in right motor cortex with little activation in
The figure illustrates the effects of motion correction algorithm SPM 96 Figure 6
The figure illustrates the effects of motion correction algorithm SPM 96. The activation maps were obtained for a bilateral hand 
motion paradigm using a horizontal 3 T MRI system with image voxel resolution of 3 mm × 3 mm × 5 mm. In this setting, 
acceptable pixel misalignment was determined to be 0.6 mm. Brain motion exceeding 0.6 mm (> 0.6 mm) produced significant 
pixel misalignment artifact. A motion correction algorithm wiped out these artifacts as well as actual activation. It also wiped 
out a small cluster of fictitious activation, while 'true' activation remained visible. In contrast, brain motion less than 0.6 mm 
provided activation maps of bilateral primary motor cortices. Application of motion correction algorithm artificially eliminated 
true activation areas.BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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supplementary motor area (SMA). However, ipsilateral
activation in premotor (PM) area of left motor cortex was
also observed. The time series of functional MRI signals
from the voxel in labeled areas (see Figure 9). The time
series corresponded with activation paradigm suggesting
time-course on-off binary fMRI signal by simulated motor
task due to neuronal or cognition activity. It suggested the
association of motor cortex, somatosensory cortex and
visual cortex with cerebellum through pontine nuclei dur-
ing its motor activity and rCBF increases.
3D motion paradigm subtractive approach
It generates activation fMRI maps significant for evalua-
tion of symmetry of activation in the frontal lobes. The
Time course of activation for the four stimulus epochs (B binocular, M monocular RL right eye stimulated first, followed by left  eye stimulation, LR left eye stimulation first, followed by right eye stimulation)(left panel) Figure 7
Time course of activation for the four stimulus epochs (B binocular, M monocular RL right eye stimulated first, followed by left 
eye stimulation, LR left eye stimulation first, followed by right eye stimulation)(left panel). During stimulation period, the sub-
jects perceived a single flickering radial checkerboard, whereas during the rest period they viewed a single black fixation mark 
at constant mean luminance (right panel). Typical time courses from region of interest (ROI) centered in one hemisphere in 
the primary visual cortex (VI) or in an extrastriate region. Statistical parametric maps of significant BOLD responses to alter-
nating monocular stimulation compared to the binocular condition (right panel). Voxels in bright regions indicate strong 
response to alternating monocular stimulus. The cross hairs represent the most active voxel within the cluster used for nor-
malization (bottom panels).BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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cerebrum cortex is not motion physiology sensitive (see
Figure 11) but cerebellum cortex is motion physiology
sensitive so pixel intensity changes represent its true acti-
vation maps as shown in Figure 12. However, paradigm
independent structures with high susceptibility effects,
partial volume effect become apparent on simultaneously
FSE and EPI images as shown in Figure 13. Common
examples are air sinuses, air spaces, and ferromagnetic
substrates. It is the reason coronal images are not acquired
for fMRI imaging but axial images show specific task-
related activation areas.
Selected brain regions showing the activation areas observed by fMRI during finger movement Figure 8
Selected brain regions showing the activation areas observed by fMRI during finger movement. Regions with Z-score higher 
than threshold of 3.5 are displayed in red color. Stroke occurred in area colored as yellow. The time-course of on-off fMRI sig-
nal recorded in a typical voxel responding activation due to the stimulus paradigm(shown as red bold line).BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Image processing principles
We mainly describe two segmentation and registration
methods for fMRI image processing and their
applications.
Segmentation
The segmentation task in fMRI is performed by recogni-
tion and distinguishing brain areas that respond to a given
task or stimulus with high specificity and sensitivity. Two
methods 'Bayesian approach' and 'General Linear Model'
are common for computation of statistical parameter
maps (SPM). The detection of brain activation due to an
input stimulus is segmented by statistically comparing
images acquired during stimulation (ON state) and those
acquired when brain is at rest (OFF state). The results of
comparison are expressed by test statistics for each brain
voxel in terms of 'likelihood' or 'significant activation' of
voxel by the stimulus. Whole brain voxels' likelihood
Time course of activation for the four stimulus epochs (B binocular, M monocular RL right eye stimulated first, followed by left  eye stimulation, LR left eye stimulation first, followed by right eye stimulation)(left panel) Figure 9
Time course of activation for the four stimulus epochs (B binocular, M monocular RL right eye stimulated first, followed by left 
eye stimulation, LR left eye stimulation first, followed by right eye stimulation)(left panel). During stimulation period, the sub-
jects perceived a single flickering radial checkerboard, whereas during the rest period they viewed a single black fixation mark 
at constant mean luminance (right panel). Typical time courses from region of interest (ROI) centered in one hemisphere in 
the primary visual cortex (VI) or in an extrastriate region. Statistical parametric maps of significant BOLD responses to alter-
nating monocular stimulation compared to the binocular condition (right panel). Voxels in bright regions indicate strong 
response to alternating monocular stimulus. The cross hairs represent the most active voxel within the cluster used for nor-
malization (bottom panels).BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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generates SPM map. SPM is an image in which image
intensity values represent statistics obtained under null
hypothesis of no activation and conform to a certain
probability distribution.
'Thresholding' technique using SPM at a significant value
can detect brain activation and spatial correlation using
'Gaussian random fields' (GRF) for multivariate Gaussian
distribution. This GRF performs the spatial filtering of
functional images to minimize pseudo-active brain
regions. Alternatively, binary 'Markov random fields'
(MRF) models for activation patterns suggested the inten-
sity distribution of SPMs and Bayesian modeling of fMRI
time-series inferred the hidden psychological states in
fMRI experiments using 'likelihoods' of activation proba-
bilities from these SPMs as shown in Figure 14.
Selected brain regions showing the activation areas observed by fMRI during finger movement Figure 10
Selected brain regions showing the activation areas observed by fMRI during finger movement. Regions with Z-score higher 
than threshold of 3.5 are displayed in red color. Stroke occurred in area colored as yellow. The time-course of on-off fMRI sig-
nal recorded in a typical voxel responding activation due to the stimulus paradigm (shown as red bold line).BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Bayesian approach
A functional brain image is a spatio-temporal signal from
brain serial scans taken over time. The posterior probabil-
ity (Gaussian conditional covariance ηθ/y, where (p(θ/y) is
proportional to the obtained data depending on times of
prior probability of θ as: p(θ/y) α p(y/θ) p(θ). The Guass-
Markov estimator may be presented as:
ηθ/y = (XT Cε
-1X)-1(XTCε - 1y)  (6)
First, preprocessing of images is done and then detection
of brain activation analysis is performed [38]. For it, the
set of brain voxels is identified from image domain, and
the brain scans are corrected for baseline intensity varia-
tion and person's head motion. In next step, derivation of
SPMs and their statistical analysis by GLM, detects regions
of significant activation.
F contrasts
Event-related conditions for motor responses are inter-
preted as hemodynamic response function (HRF) to gen-
erate SPM 't' maps as shown in Figure 8. Using design
matrix Xo for 'right motor response' regressors look for
variance of residuals. The 'F' test computes the sum of
squares of "right hand regressors" as following:
with ν1 = tr[(Ro - R)Σi] and ν2 = tr(R Σi); df1 = tr [Ro - R) Σi
(Ro - R) Σi /tr(Ro - R) Σi]2 and df2 = tr [R Σi R Σi /tr(R Σi]2
Where Ro is projector onto residual space of xo, and Px is
orthogonal projector onto X. The 'F' contrasts are one-
dimensional, in which case 'F' statistics is simply the
square of the corresponding 't' statistics. In SPM interface,
'F' contrasts are displayed as images and 't' statistics is dis-
played as bars [37,38].
General linear model
Consider an fMRI experiment involving multiple-input
stimuli. Let y(t) and xo(t) denote the values of the fMRI
time-series reponse and the input stimulus 'o' at time t,
respectively. Let Xo = (Xo(t); t ∈ θ)T and the design matrix
of experiment by [X1X2....Xn xn+1....xn+m] where X1, X2....Xn
represent n stimulus covariates and Xn+m represent 'm'
dummy covariates such as age, gender etc. If y = (y(t): t ∈
The figure shows activation in the right intrapareital sulcus of cerebrum cortex lobes (as arrow) Figure 11
The figure shows activation in the right intrapareital sulcus of cerebrum cortex lobes (as arrow). The raw image fMRI image did 
not show ghost or susceptibility effect to cause fictitious activation. After segmentation and processing, corresponding time 
series of activated pixels showed intensity changes. These intensity changes correlated with boxcar type paradigm. The frontal 
lobes showed fictitous activation while right intraparietal area showed valid activation map.
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θ)T  represents the fMRI time-series, the GLM can be
written as y = Xβ + η, β = (β1, β2, ...βn+m)T denotes the regres-
sion coefficients relating the input covariates to the fMRI
response, the matrix X = [H1X1 H2X2 ....HnXn Xn+1.....Xn+m]
represent the design matrix having covariates modified
with the modulation matrices Ho = {hk
ij}n.m and the com-
ponents of noise factor η will correlate and distribute nor-
mally. The multiplication of 'input' stimulus with
'modulation matrix' both auto-correlate the dispersion in
fMRI response. The 'F' statistics estimates the significance
of stimulus to generate time-series 'y' and least square esti-
mate of regression coefficients 'β'. Using time-series at
voxel site and stimulus condition Xo, the Fo (statistical
score) = {Fo(p): p ∈ θ} represents 'F' statistical maps for
stimulus 'o' and denoted by SPM [Fo]. SPM obtained using
one statistics can be converted to another statistics using
their grand mean scaling, regressors by parametric modu-
lation, high-resolution basic functions and serial covari-
ance matrix to get cumulative distributions in each voxel.
The applications of these smooth and filtered SPM
intensity profiles indicate spatial extents of the activated
blobs [38].
Markov Random Field (MRF) model
This approach presumes that brain activation patterns
form MRF to incorporate contextual information. Let us
assume that set ao = {ao(p):p ∈ θ} denote a segmentation
of an SPM or a configuration of brain activation, where
ao(p) denotes the state of the brain voxel at site p and
ao(p) = 0 if the voxel is inactive and ao(p) = 1 if the voxel
is activated by the stimulus 'o'. Here ao represents MRF or
activation pattern [38]. As the brain voxel is either acti-
vated or inactive, the MRF is assumed as binary logistic
model. For this contextual information, preprocessed
images find height threshold for smooth statistical map to
detect and distinguish activated areas by using 'Euler
The figure shows activation in the left cerebellum cortex lobes (as arrow) Figure 12
The figure shows activation in the left cerebellum cortex lobes (as arrow). The raw image fMRI image did not show ghost or 
susceptibility effect to cause fictitious activation. After segmentation and processing, corresponding time series of activated pix-
els showed intensity changes. These intensity changes correlated with boxcar type paradigm. The left area showed fictitious 
activation map due to eye movement.BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Characteristics', Benferroni Correction and contextual
clustering algorithm [37,38]. The Euler characteristics E
[EC] is:
E[EC] = R(4 loge 2)(2π)-3/2 Zte-1/2Zt
2  (8)
Where Z-score thresholds between 0–5, R is number of
resels. The later is based on the fact that SPM voxel is
adjusted with neighborhood information, if differs from
expected non-activation value more than a specified deci-
sion value. The 'contextual clustering algorithm' estimates
cluster parameter, calculates probability distribution and
estimates modulation function to classify the voxel as the
'activation' class, otherwise 'nonactivation' class. How-
ever, three algorithms viz. 'voxel-wise thresholding', 'clus-
ter-size thresholding' and 'contextual-clustering' have
been described earlier [38]. Contextual clustering detects
activations in small areas with high probability and voxel-
wise specificity. 'Benferroni Correction' is based on prob-
ability rules and used for calculating family-wise error
(FEW) rates Pfwe for fMRI as Pfwe = 1 - (1 - α)n where α is
single-voxel probability threshold.
Computation of a statistical parametric map
For the purpose of this segmentation, SPM in the voxel i is
represented as:
SPM{Fx}={Fk(p): p ∈ ΩB} ( 9 )
Where F statistical map of Fk(p) for stimulus k represents
F statistical score and indicates significance of predicting
time-series of voxel site p. For image data, first spatial low-
The figure shows strong susceptibility effects in axial slice Figure 13
The figure shows strong susceptibility effects in axial slice. 
Note the effect of partial presence of air sinus caused signifi-
cant distortion in EPI image (arrow in left panel). In coronal 
slice, air sinus occupied larger image volume (arrow in right 
panel).
Activation obtained on two axial brain slices of a representa- tive volunteer in the memory retrieval task by (a) threshold- ing the SPM{z} at a significant P value = 0.01, (b) using the  SPM approach on the SPM{z} with a minimum blob size of  three voxels and a significance threshold z = 3.5, and (c) using  the MRF approach on the SPM{z} Figure 14
Activation obtained on two axial brain slices of a representa-
tive volunteer in the memory retrieval task by (a) threshold-
ing the SPM{z} at a significant P value = 0.01, (b) using the 
SPM approach on the SPM{z} with a minimum blob size of 
three voxels and a significance threshold z = 3.5, and (c) using 
the MRF approach on the SPM{z}. The significance values (z-
values) of the activated voxels are shown color-coded. 
Reproduced with permission from reference [38].BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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pass filtration increases signal-to-noise ratio and sensitiv-
ity then SPM{Fx} is computed [38].
Applied segmentation methods
Voxel-wise thresholding (VWTH) segmentation method
of an SPM applies thresholding to each voxel separately.
The voxel at location I is considered as active if and only
if zi < T where T is threshold. Cluster-size thresholding
(CSTH) explains the cluster 'c' as active if and only if for
all voxels within the cluster zi < T and the size of cluster 'c'
is at least 'T' size voxels. Other common use 'contextual
clustering algorithm' (CC) was described in steps [37,38]
as:
1) Label the voxels with zi <T as active and other voxels as
non-active. Voxels outside the image volume are consid-
ered as non-active.
2) Compute for all voxels I the number of active neighbor
voxels ui.
3) Relabel the voxels for which
Zi + β/T (ui - N/2) < T  (10)
Equation 10 represents voxels as active and other voxels as
non-active. The number of neighbor voxels equals to 26-
connectivity N = 26. The parameter determines the weigh-
ing of the contextual information and is usually positive.
4) If the current labeling is same as the labeling in the pre-
vious cycle before that, then stop iterations, otherwise
return to step 2.
Probability of observing false activation voxels in a whole
volume compares the sensitivity of methods by algorithm
applied to different data parameter values. The decision
parameter value is chosen that gives false activation in
approximately 5 % images and 5 % measured false activa-
tion voxels.
Sensitivity, segmentation accuracy and robustness
Generally averaged 500 SPMs achieved by different seg-
mentation methods give mean image probability at voxel-
level. The less number of false classified voxels as 'active'
in the neighborhood of activation represents segmenta-
tion accuracy. Noise evaluation by segmentation of differ-
ent data determines the robustness against spatial
autocorrelations. Low robustness is high probability of
false activation detection more than the expected
probability.
Registration
Basics
Image registration estimates the mapping between a pair
of images. Registration performs for each 3D volume with
display of movement parameters in continually updating
graph to get matching criteria. Combination of 2D shear-
ing operations and Fourier transform based shifting gen-
erate accurate high-speed 2D MR image rotation based on
factorization of a general 2D planar rotation matrix. 3D
arbitrary orthogonal matrix can be factored in to 3D rota-
tions to accomplish 3D image rotation from nine 2D
shears. Other approach of linear-in-frequency phase shift
in frequency domain applied to 1D fast Fourier
transforms (FFTs) generated the image rotation with pol-
ynomial interpolation methods [39-41].
However, 3D real time image registration (rotation) algo-
rithm chose the axes ordering that resulted in the least
intermediate image distortion (minimum net rotation) at
proper flip angle about x, y or z-axes i.e. generalized and
windowed sinc interpolation. It applied real-time
functional MRI acquisition and activation analysis mod-
ules within AFNI package. Functional MRI requires the
rigid body transformations: small rotations, translations,
zooms, rotating tensors and shears in 1–2 degrees or 1–2
voxel dimensions [39,41]. So, repeated linearization of
weighted least squares penalty functions with respect to
motion parameters accomplishes the registration of a base
image to a target image. This method minimized the
regional influences and intrinsic variability in function-
ally active voxels in the brain. However, fMRI registration
suffers from motion-related artifacts: interpolation errors,
spin excitation in slice, spatial distortion by Gy and
Nyquist ghosts. Intensity based intermodal registration
AIR use variance of intensity ratios (VIR) cost function.
Real-time image reconstruction was reported using Vision
3.5 software in communication with AFNI or TCP/IP
sockets for intra- or intercomputer communications.
These registration and rotation algorithms are available as
AFNI registration and Visualization program [39,42].
Post-processing methods for fMRI images
Several post-processing programs 'BrainVoyager', 'AFNI',
'LOFA', 'AIR' are available as a highly optimized and user-
friendly software systems for the analysis and visualiza-
tion of functional magnetic resonance imaging data [43-
46]. These combine surface-based and volume-based
tools to study the structure and function of the brain to
explore the secrets of the active brain by fast and highly
optimized 2D and 3D image analysis and visualization
routines, as shown in Figure 15. These are built-in-support
for major standard and advanced data formats.
In general, post-processing is completed in following
steps:BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Volume-based statistical analysis
Methods include conjunction and Random Effects Analy-
sis (RFX) for single and group analysis via Summary Sta-
tistics as following:
1. Fit the model for each subject using different GLMs for
each subject or by using a multiple subject GLM.
2. Define the effect of interest for each subject with the
contrast factor. Each produces a contrast image containing
the contrast of the parameter estimates at each voxel.
3. Feed the contrast images into a GLM that implements a
one-sample t test.
The RFX analysis is good technique for making inference
from representative subjects [47]. In fMRI, block analysis,
event-related easy selection of regions-of-interest, display
of time courses, integration of volume and surface render-
ing are powerful tools for creation of high-quality figures
and movies.
Advanced methods for automatic brain image-processing
The post-processing offers a comprehensive set of analysis
and visualization tools that start its operation on raw data
(2D structural and functional matrices) and produces
visualization of the obtained results. Now a day, all
advanced software features are available via a 'intuitive
Windows interface'. Several approaches were performed
for surface reconstruction, cortex inflation and flattening;
cortex-based statistical data analysis (cbGLM) and inter-
subject alignment based on gyral / sulcal pattern;
cortexbased Independent Component Analysis (cbICA);
creation and visualization of EEG / MEG multiple dipole
models (fMRI "seeding"); multi-processor support, for
ultimate performance; open architecture via COM inter-
face, including scripting and automation [48-51].
BrainVoyager is a highly optimized and user-friendly software system for the analysis and visualization of functional and anatom- ical magnetic resonance imaging data Figure 15
BrainVoyager is a highly optimized and user-friendly software system for the analysis and visualization of functional and anatom-
ical magnetic resonance imaging data. It combines surface-based and volume-based tools to study the structure and function of 
the primate brain. Reproduced with permission from reference [44].BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Data analysis
It includes data analysis (motion correction, Gaussian
spatial and temporal data smoothing, and linear-trend
removal, filtering in the frequency domain), correlation
analysis, and determination of Talairach coordinates,
volume rendering, surface rendering and cortex flattening
[47]. Statistical maps may be computed either in the 2D
or 3D representation since structural as well as functional
4D data (space × time) is transformed into Talairach
space. Talairach transformation is performed in two steps.
The first step consists of rotating the 3D data set for each
subject to be aligned with the stereotaxic axes. For this
step, the locations of the anterior commissure (AC) and
the posterior commissure (PC) as well as two rotation
parameters for midsagittal alignment have to be specified
interactively. In the second step, the extreme points of the
cerebrum are specified. These points together with the AC
and PC coordinates are then used to scale the 3D data sets
into the dimensions of the standard brain of the Talairach
and Tournaux atlas [47]. Isolating the brain gray matter
and white matter tissues using region-growing methods,
filter operations and the application of 3D templates per-
forms segmentation. Segmentation explores a 3D volume
with superimposed pseudocolor-coded statistical maps in
a four-window representation showing a sagittal, coronal,
transversal and oblique section. Based on a (segmented)
3D data set, a 3D reconstruction of the subjects' head and
brain can be calculated and displayed from any specified
viewpoint using volume or surface rendering. Parametric
and non-parametric statistical maps may be computed
and superimposed both on the original functional scans
as well as onto T1-weighted 2D or 3D anatomical refer-
ence scans. Nonparametric-permutatation approaches are
alternate options at low degree of freedom (small sample
size to determine intersubject variability) for noisy statis-
tic images when random fields are conservative i.e.
smooth variances [47].
Volume rendering
It is performed with a fast 'Ray-Casting algorithm'. Light-
ning calculations are based on 'Phong-shading'. Surface
rendering of reconstructed surfaces was performed using
OpenGL [48].
The surface reconstruction
The surface reconstruction starts with a sphere (recursively
tessellated icosahedron) or a rectangle, which slowly
wraps around a (segmented) volume data set. Blood
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD)-based fMRI was
performed in the visual cortex, and the foci of fMRI
activation utilized as seeding points for 3D fiber recon-
struction algorithms, thus provided the map of the axonal
circuitry underlying visual information processing [49]. A
reconstructed cortical surface may be inflated; cut interac-
tively and slowly unfolded minimizing area distortions.
Statistical 3D maps may be superimposed on recon-
structed, inflated or flattened cortex. Signal time courses
may be invoked by simply pointing to any region of a vis-
ualized surface.
Future developments and advances
Recent advances in fMRI research in visual and motor
events response are reported mainly to identify localized
cortical regions by robust image processing segmentation
and registration methods, statistical analysis and better
spatial resolution using multimodal approaches as
reviewed in following section.
High-field MR scanner system is an advantage in fMRI
For high-field fMRI imaging, paramagnetic susceptibility
of spin may be related with gyromagnetic ratio (γ) and
represented by the Brillouin equation as:
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T absolute
temperature.
Susceptibility effect in fMRI increases exponentially as the
hyperbolic tangent associated with an increase in the
main field, Bo, of the system. T2* detectable activation
(∆I) is significantly increased as shown in Figure 16.
Simultaneously, artifacts inducing perturbations also
increase. High-field MRI imager system generates T2*
contrast for analysis of complex behavioral tasks as shown
in Figure 17. Single subject Ideographic analysis was
reported at 3 T systems to locate face-exemplar by regional
cortical flat-mapping [50]. For clinical purposes, 1.5 T sys-
tems work well. For advanced neuroimaging investiga-
tion, higher field MR systems are essential.
fMRI Time series analysis
In fMRI, 'time series analysis' by SPM99 is recently used
for autocorrection and smoothening. For it, generalized
linear model can be expressed as a function of discrete
time series, y(t) as:
Y(t) = xc(t)βc + ε(t)  (12)
where xc(t) and ε(t) are function of time, βc are time-invar-
iant parameters. Linear time invariance distinguishes
neural activity (event) and post-stimulation (epoch)
onsets. In general, the resolution of delta function, dt = Tr/
T sec and the number of columns = Nc = NiNjNkNb repre-
sent invariance in design matrix. High pass filtering of
'time series' frequency components y(t) get Fourier trans-
formed to remove noise and convolution. Temporal
autocorrection in fMRI series is done by 'temporal
smoothing' and 'intrinsic autocorrelation' and estimated
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by 'Auto-Regression' or '1/ f low-pass smoothing' methods
to remove bias [51].
SPM99 offers 'finite impulse response' (FIR) sets for
increased neural activity increases BOLD response
'amplitude' over few seconds based on BOLD from differ-
ent brain regions such as V1, S1, A1 and higher cortical
regions with different vasculature 'Temporal Basis
Functions'. FIR sets consist of Nk contiguous box-car func-
tions of peristimulus time, each of duration TH/Nk. TH is
maximum duration of high-pass filter. The Fourier set
consists of sine Ns and cosine functions of harmonic peri-
ods TH, TH/2...TH/Ns. Linear combination of FIR, Fourier
sets captures any shape of response in timescale TH/Nk or
Ns/TH respectively [52]. 'Event-related Response' and
'Basis sets' were chosen based on stimulus variability and
canonical 'Hemodynamic Response Function' and 'F' con-
trasts determine contribution of different basis sets. Single
event- Multi-event type design minimizes the 'contrast
error'. Deterministic, static and dynamic stochastic
designs use minimum 'stimulus onset synchrony' (SOAm)
and probability of event (for single event design) or tran-
sition matrix (for multi-event design) to induce variance
over a range of frequencies.
Linear Transform model interprets fMRI signals, origin of
the fMRI signals and compares fMRI with neuronal sig-
nals. Left and right lateralization for motor cortex stimu-
lation generated visual flash motor response indicative of
relationship between different measures of neuronal
activity such as single-and multi-unit spiking activity, LFP
etc. and reflected neuronal functions. Recently, fMRI sig-
nal measured the signal induced by the inputs to a cortical
area [53].
A typical time series of an activated pixel in primary cortex is shown to represent the performance of horizontal 3 T system  optimized for fMRI Figure 16
A typical time series of an activated pixel in primary cortex is shown to represent the performance of horizontal 3 T system 
optimized for fMRI. S/N indicated variation of EPI images, while _I, activation induced increase in signal intensity. This time 
series represents signals from a single voxel volume of 3 mm × 3 mm × 5 mm. The red curves represent raw data and boxcar 
type model functions shown in blue color.
Figure represents functional maps shown for comprehension  tasks: for reading task (eft panel) and hearing task (right  panel) Figure 17
Figure represents functional maps shown for comprehension 
tasks: for reading task (eft panel) and hearing task (right 
panel). Paradigms requiring tasks of different modalities (vis-
ual vs auditory) may provide almost identical activation maps 
based on the identical abstract concept of "comprehension". 
Using high field fMRI may provide high quality activation maps 
to distinguish these activation maps.BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Independent component-cross correlation-sequential 
epoch (ICS) Analysis: Image Processing
The fMRI acquisition time is usually less per paradigm.
For multiple task-oriented studies, analysis of complex
higher brain functions is based on the 'principle of func-
tional independence' and functional distinct areas
(chronoarchitecture). Independent component-cross cor-
relation-sequential epoch (ICS) segregates distinct areas
in cerebral and temporal chronoarchitectonic maps. The
different exposures of the brain to natural conditions for
different 'durations' segregate the different brain areas for
their temporal differences. One subset of natural condi-
tions, reflect free-viewing activity of visual, parietal, tem-
poral areas. However, frontal, pre-frontal cortices
functional subdivisions or multivariate paradigms were
recently illustrated as shown in Figure 18. A sequential
epoch paradigm is composed to embed the function
which correlates to the target multiple behavioral hypoth-
esis (Σifi(t)). The simplest function is a 'boxcar function'
as employed in many fMRI studies. For it, fMRI time series
are subjected to blind separation into independent com-
ponents by independent component analysis. Subse-
quently, cross correlation analysis is performed utilizing
each embedded function, f(t), as model function to
achieve multiple fMRI images as behavioral correlates
given by the selected function as an activation map. For
the hemodynamic reference function (HRF) following a
single sensory stimulation, the time course function rep-
resents as model function and ICS becomes a reliable
method for event-related fMRI. ICS is useful for event
related high-field fMRI where T2* contrast enhances the
magnitude of activation than that performed on conven-
tional 1.5 T clinical systems [54].
Brain functional areas
Recent trend in fMRI research was to understand the rela-
tionship of physiological mechanisms and selective
activation of different brain locations using fMRI tech-
niques. However, the knowledge of the independent
brain functions and control by different parts is still in
infancy. fMRI has long way to answer the physiological
stimuli and mechanism of different fMRI BOLD signals.
The success of it solely depends on power of fMRI image
processing. Recent investigations highlight the fMRI visi-
ble different brain areas, new understanding of fMRI sen-
sitive physiological stimuli and use of high field scanners.
Visual stimuli and event related neural activity by fMRI
and image processing methods are reviewed in recent
years [18]. Visual areas are recently identified as the
boundaries of visual areas V1, V2, V3, V3A, V4, MT/V5,
and TEO/V4A in visual cortex and their distribution
within the occipital lobe. Motor related areas are known
An example of multivariate analysis in primary motor cortex is represented for revealing the presence of dual representations  of constructed multivariate paradigms (MI 4a and MI 4p) in human Figure 18
An example of multivariate analysis in primary motor cortex is represented for revealing the presence of dual representations 
of constructed multivariate paradigms (MI 4a and MI 4p) in human.BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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as M1. These corresponding areas are: Broadmann's area
(BA 4), SMA (BA 6) and premotor area (BA 6). These fMRI
visible areas as shown in Figure 18, are important to inter-
pret fMRI stimulation and its location [18,55].
Recently, new understanding of quantitative visual field
eccentricity function measurements on visual field maps
by fMRI were made in macaque visual cortex visual areas.
fMRI estimated the average receptive field sizes of neurons
in each of several striate and extrastriate visual areas of the
human cerebral cortex. Retinotopic mapping procedures
determined the boundaries of the visual areas and visual-
ized on flattened occipital cortex, primary visual cortex
V1, V2, V3/VP and V3A and V4. In all these areas, receptive
fields increased in size with increasing stimulus
eccentricity similar to macaque monkeys [56]. fMRI maps
and the visual area maps represent the distribution of
cortical signals and computational homologies between
human and monkey. Neural activity and the creation of a
new memory trace were observed using functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI). Event-related fMRI dem-
onstrated the activity in prefrontal and medial temporal
lobe areas associated with successful memory storage.
Contrast activity was associated with encoding success
and encoding effort using a cue in the form of a letter (R
or F). These recent studies suggested the prefrontal activa-
tion strongly associated with intentional verbal encoding
and left medial temporal activation for successful memory
on the subsequent test. Cortical regions sensitive to
motion processing receive their inputs only via the pri-
mary visual cortex (striate cortex).
Recently, fMRI evidenced higher-order motion-processing
in primates and humans with damaged primary visual
cortex (e.g., "blindsight" for motion in the blind visual
hemifield) for the existence of a direct thalamic functional
pathway exists to extrastriate visual cortical motion
processing areas that bypasses primary visual cortex [56].
Highfield fMRI retinotopic method was reported to map
the neural substrate of retinal slip compensation during
visual jitter in flattened cortical format. A novel illusion
(visual jitter) suggested the compensation mechanism
based on retinal motion. fMRI suggested the pathway
from V1 to MT+ involved in the compensation stage in
stabilizing the visual world [57]. fMRI demonstrated the
sensitivity changes controlled within the visual pathway
for responses in human visual area V1 to a constant-
amplitude, contrastreversing probe presented on a range
of mean backgrounds. fMRI signals from probes initiated
in the L and M or S cones. Psychophysical tests showed
changes in V1 fMRI cortical BOLD signals by 'mean-field
adaptation model' within cone photoreceptor classes
[58]. A new mechanism of hypercapnia and hypocapnia
was described as alveolar oxygen and CO2 gases flux and
their effect on BOLD response to visual stimulation. At
high magnetic field 7 T, the BOLD signal magnitude and
dynamics of hemodynamic response represented the
effect of CBF under conditions: hypocapnia, normocap-
nia, and hypercapnia [59].
Binocular interactions present checkerboard stimuli
occurring when subjects view dichoptically. A flickering
radial checkerboard stimulation of eyes in binocular or
monocular conditions, generate specific responses in stri-
ate and extrastriate visual cortex on T2*-weighted images
of visual cortex acquired with gradient-echo, echoplanar
imaging. The striate area, calcarine fissure BOLD response
differed for these stimulation conditions [60]. Recently, a
neuron location by color-selective mapping method has
attracted to compare the relationships of ocular domi-
nance and orientation with responses to high-contrast
luminance stimulus and patchy distribution of color
selectivity to locate different functional subdivisions of
striate cortex in macaque. These color patches with the
cytochrome-oxidase (CO) blobs speculated the ocular
dominance (OD) column. For it, "Ice cube" model of
color-selective regions predicted the organization of ori-
entation and ocular dominance functional hypercolumns
in V1 [61]. Dipole locations in cortical brain (regional vis-
ualization) is developed as a new art by fMRI activations.
Neural generators of the visual evoked potential (VEP)
generate isoluminant checkerboard stimuli. Using Mul-
tichannel scalp recordings, retinotopic mapping and
dipole modeling techniques estimated the dipole loca-
tions of the cortical regions giving rise to C1, P1, and N1
components of VEP [62]. These locations could be
matched to both MRI-visible anatomical brain regions
and fMRI activations. Several locations are broadly identi-
fied as C1 component (striate cortex; area 17), early phase
of the P1 component (dorsal extrastriate cortex of the
middle occipital gyrus), late phase of the P1 component
(ventral extrastriate cortex of the fusiform gyrus),
posterior N 150, anterior N 155 (parietal lobe) in relation
to visual-perceptual processes. In other development for
complex cognitive tasks, neuronal encoding and fMRI
processing strategies segregate retention and retrieval
phases of visual short-term memory for objects, places
and conjunctions in humans. These tasks were associated
with spatio-temporal activation of parietal and prefrontal
areas during the retention phase and posterior-anterior
and right-left dissociation for spatial versus non-spatial
memory [63].
The 'perceptual switch' stimulus induces responses in
areas calcarine to parieto-occipital and ventral and lateral
temporo-occipital cortex to anterior insula. During vec-
tion, early motion-sensitive visual areas and vestibular
parieto-insular cortex deactivate, whereas higher-order
parieto- and temporo-occipital areas respond to optical
flow retained identical activity levels. Recent fMRI studyBioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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showed that these areas displayed transient activations as
response to the type of visual motion stimulus and per-
ceptual biostability [64]. fMRI distinguished different
neural substrates as 'visual object recognition' sites i.e. lat-
eral occipital and posterior inferior temporal cortex with
lower activity for repetitions of both real and non-sense
objects; fusiform and left inferior frontal regions with
lower activity for repetitions of only real 3D objects; left
inferior frontal cortex for different exemplars evidencing
dissociable subsystems in ventral visual cortex with dis-
tinct view-dependent and view-invariant object represen-
tations. Repetition-priming method was proposed for
visual stimuli recurring at unpredictable intervals, either
with the same appearance or with changes in size, view-
point or exemplar [65].
Event related potentials and fMRI activation patterns
Combining event-related potentials (ERP) and fMRI acti-
vation provide temporal and spatial resolution, func-
tional connectivity of neural processes of same neural
networks within the bilateral occipital gyrus, lingual
gyrus; precuneus and middle frontal gyrus; and the left
inferior and superior parietal lobe; middle and superior
temporal gyrus; cingulate gyrus, superior frontal gyrus and
precentral gyrus. It evidenced the correlation within the
common activity and time-range in a complex visual lan-
guage task [66]. These tasks comprise specific stimulus-
response associations and activate a variety of non-spe-
cific cortical regions [67]. Dystonia, a movement disorder
involves involuntary coordination of agonist and antago-
nist muscles, which cause abnormal posture or twisting.
Event related fMRI technique revealed impairment of
muscle contraction and relaxation. Comparison of acti-
vated volume in cortical motor areas in dystonia patients
with volunteers showed different muscle relaxation and
contraction activation volumes as shown in Figure 20. In
these tasks, mainly SM1 and SMA activated areas were
reduced contra- laterally in dystonia patients as evidenced
by time course of fMRI signal in SMA activation area [68].
Sensory and motor systems
Sensory and motor systems interact in complex ways. Vol-
untary movements with visual attention yield distinct
fMRI hemodynamic signals and brain activations i.e.
making repetitive finger movements, attending to the
color of a visual stimulus or simultaneous finger move-
ment and visual attention. In these processes, the primary
motor cortex, supplementary motor area, cerebellum,
sparse cerebral cortical and substantial bilateral cerebellar
locations get active. Activation-related interactions in the
left superior parietal lobule, the right fusiform gyrus, and
left insula, recently were indicated their role in visual
attention and movement [69].
Different psychological tests have been developed to eval-
uate frontal tasks of macaque monkeys and humans. Wis-
consin Card Sorting Test (WCST) characterized the frontal
lobe lesions in macaque monkeys and humans based on
behavioral flexibility in the form of cognitive set shifting.
Equivalent visual stimuli and task sequence showed
transient activation related to cognitive set shifting in
focal regions of prefrontal cortex in both monkeys and
humans. These functional homologs were located in
cytoarchitectonically equivalent regions in the posterior
part of ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. This comparative
imaging provided insights into the evolution of cognition
in primates [70].
Test-retest precision of functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) by student't' mapping (STM) is recently
An illustration of anatomical connections between motor  areas are shown Figure 19
An illustration of anatomical connections between motor 
areas are shown. Interconnections between multiple motor-
related cortices are represented with numbers in parenthe-
ses. These are: Brodmann's area M1: Primary motor cortex, 
SMA: Supplementary motor area, dPMA: Dorsal premotor 
area, vPMA: Ventral premotor area, CMAr: Rostral cingu-
lated motor area, CMAc: Caudal cingulated motor area, PFC, 
Prefrontal cortex, SPL: Superior parietal lobe, IPL: Inferior 
parietal lobe.BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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Figure represents the application of event-related fMRI to dystonia Figure 20
Figure represents the application of event-related fMRI to dystonia. Comparison of activated volume in motor cortical areas in 
a patient with dystonia and a normal subject is represented in the muscle relaxation and contraction task. In both tasks, the 
activated areas in the M1 and SMA were smaller for dystonia while in normal these activated areas were larger (see top 4 pan-
els shown as A). A solid line indicates a mean signal change across ten trials shown as dots. The transient signal change timel-
ocked to EMG offset was observable even in single trial (see panel B). Group data from eight patients and twelve healthy 
volunteers; demonstrate that activated volumes in the contralateral SM1 and SMA are greater in the healthy volunteers than in 
the dystonic patients. Figure is reproduced with permission of Oxford University Press from the reference [68].BioMedical Engineering OnLine 2004, 3 http://www.biomedical-engineering-online.com/content/3/1/13
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described for independent component analysis (ICA)
using two or three iterations of visual and auditory stimuli
for fMRI scans. Concurrence ratios of the activated voxels
divided by the average number of voxels activated in each
repetition showed similar test-retest precision of ICA as
STM [71].
High spatial resolution fMRI
High spatial resolution in fMRI showed as dependent on
hyperoxic hemodynamic response to neural activity in
short duration and it was used to investigate the columnar
architecture of ocular dominance within the primary vis-
ual cortex [35,72]. For intensity-based non-rigid registra-
tion of medical images was developed for atlas based
segmentation and intensity-based geometric correction of
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) images by
'Adaptive bases algorithm' to register the smallest struc-
tures in the image [73].
Summary and future directions
The goal of this review was to introduce the neurophysio-
logical factors and image processing principles of fMRI to
suggest potential future applications in neuroscience and
physiology. These future directions include neurosurgical
planning and improved assessment of risk for individual
patients, improved assessment and strategies for the treat-
ment of chronic pain, improved seizure localization, and
improved understanding of the physiology of neurologi-
cal disorders. We look ahead to newer algorithms,
enhanced fMRI sensitivity and spatial resolution by use of
high field systems, ASL and phase array coils or newer
contrast agents [74]. Presently, other emerging applica-
tions of EEG/MEG, PET and neuropsychological testing
along with fMRI are coming up as the benefits of this fMRI
technology incorporated into current neuroscience and
future patient care. In recent years, lot of future excitement
is evident in the following areas of brain information by
segmentation and registration methods applied to fMRI.
These include mainly automated nonlinear labeling; and
automated surface reconstructions. Automated surface
reconstruction appears to be possible by: i. cortical sur-
face-based analysis by segmentation and surface recon-
struction [75]; ii. cortical surface-based analysis by
inflation, flattening, and a surface-based coordinate sys-
tem [76]. Automated anatomical brain labeling may be
performed by: i. whole brain segmentation: automated
labeling of neuro-anatomical structures in the human
brain [77]; ii. multipatient registration of brain fMRI
using intensity and geometric features [78]; iii. automatic
detection and labeling of the human cortical fields in
magnetic resonance data sets [79].
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